Biden Must Not Reprise
Obama’s Middle East Policy
by Eric James Bordenkircher

T

he Democratic presidentelect Joe Biden used his
experiences, connections,
and close relationship with former
President Barack Obama to tap
into the nostalgia for the Obama
era while on the campaign trail.
Biden’s rhetoric and the people
who surround him, many of
whom were prominent Obama
administration officials,1 raise
questions about how much his
foreign policy will resemble
that of the Obama presidency,
especially with regard to the
Middle East. But what did Obama
hope to accomplish in the
region? What did he actually
accomplish? And would repetition of these policies be a prudent
course of action?

Within months of his election, President Obama traveled
to Cairo to give an unprecedented speech to the ArabMuslim world. He spoke of resetting relations with the
Middle East and working in partnership. But, the new
beginning never occurred.

Obama’s Message
for the Middle East
1 “Meet Joe Biden’s foreign policy advisers,” AlMonitor, Apr. 20, 2020.
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During his 2008 presidential campaign,
Barack Obama presented himself as the
antithesis of President George W. Bush and
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5 Ibbid.
6 “R
Remarks by thhe President att Cairo Univeersity, 604-09,” The White Housee, Office of thhe Press
Secretary, W
Washington, D.C
C.
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Through this dialogue and mutual
engagement, Obama believed Washington and Middle East societies
could encounter threats together and
recognize their shared common
humanity. Obama’s election was met
with excitement and anticipation in
the Middle East. He was the son of a
Muslim father, and he had spent part
of his childhood in the most populated Muslim country, Indonesia.
Within months of his election, he
traveled to Cairo to give what many
considered to be an unprecedented
speech to the Arab-Muslim world.
U.S. soldiers line up at a base in Iraq, October 26, 2011.
The U.S. troop withdrawal precipitated the implosion of the
Would he be able to make good on
Iraqi army, the intensification of sectarian tensions, and
his hyped goal of resetting U.S.
stagnation of Iraqi state institutional development, and
relations with the Middle East and
contributed to the rise of ISIS.
the Islamic world?
No, the new beginning touted
in the Cairo speech never occurred.
2011. Negotiated by the Bush administration
And the passage of time has been
with the Iraqi government, the agreement
increasingly unkind to Obama and his
enabled some 20,000-25,000 U.S. troops to
policies in the Middle East, which left the
remain in Iraq with immunity from Iraqi law
region and U.S relations with the local
while training the local army and assisting in
parties worse off than what he inherited from
counterterrorism operations. But since in 2011
his predecessor.
only Iraqi prime minister Nuri al-Maliki, not
the parliament, promised immunity, Obama
chose to end SOFA and seemed to have lost
The Iraq Troop Withdrawal
interest in Iraq after the withdrawal. He turned
Obama fulfilled his campaign promise
a blind eye to Maliki’s exclusion and perand brought U.S. troops home by December
secution of the Sunni minority in blatant
2011. It was not a difficult decision as the
disregard of his demand for an inclusive Iraqi
withdrawal had already been negotiated
government, and he proposed a significant cut
and a timeline established by the Bush
in funding for peacebuilding, human rights,
administration.7
and civil society in the country.
Yet controversy surrounds Obama’s
The U.S. troop withdrawal precipitated
inability or unwillingness to extend the
the immediate implosion of the Iraqi army,
Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) beyond
the intensification of sectarian tensions, the
proliferation of corruption, and the stagnation
of state institutional development, which
greatly contributed to the advent of the
7 Missy Ryan, “Who made the decision to withdraw
Islamic State (ISIS) and its takeover of large
U.S. troops from Iraq?” The Washington Post,
Sept. 26, 2016.
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Afghan aarmy and pollice numbers
remain bbelow authoriized-strength
goals; (22) the security forces suffer
from higgh levels of attrition; (3)
the Unitted States laccks visibility
into moost Afghan uunits’ actual
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11 ““Quarterly Repport to the Unnited States Coongress,”
The Special Inspector Geeneral for Afghhanistan
Reconstructioon (SIGAR), Arlington, Va., Apr.
30, 2010, p. iiii.
12 K
Kurtzleben, “C
CHART: How the U.S. Troopp Levels
in Afghanistaan Have Changged under Obaama.”
13 ““Text: Obama’ss Remarks on Irraq and Afghannistan.”
14 M
Mark Landler, “The Afghan W
War and the Evvolution
of Obama,” T
The New York Times, Jan. 1, 2017.
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Not merrely because the JCPOA
opens thhe door to thhe terrifying
prospect of a nuclearr Iran within
ten to ffifteen years and perhaps
even soooner but bbecause the
administrration enableed an emboldenedd Iran to emeerge over the
course oof 2015-16, uun-challenged
by Wasshington. In fact, while
negotiatinng the deall, the U.S.
presidentt was alreadyy helping to
transform
m the Islamiic Republic,
with itss extremist, hegemonic
agenda, into the reegion’s preeminent power at thee expense of
traditionaal U.S. allies.199

Even Obam
ma admittedd that he haad just
wn the road aand that
kickked the nucleear can dow
“in year 13, 144, 15, they [the Iranianss] have
advvanced centriifuges that ennrich uranium
m fairly
rapiidly, and at tthat point, thee breakout tim
mes [to
nucclear weaponns] would haave shrunk almost
dow
wn to zero.”220

18 IIbid.
19 L
Landau, “Obam
ma’s Legacy: A Nuclear Iran??”
20 E
Efraim Karsh, “Obama’s Miiddle East Dellusions,”
Middle East Quarterly, Winnter 2016.
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Small wonder that Washington’s
relations with its traditional regional
allies, notably Saudi Arabia, the Gulf
monarchies, Egypt, and Israel deteriorated over this issue, with Israeli
prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu
taking the unprecedented move of
addressing both houses of Congress
in a last ditch attempt to block the
Iran nuclear deal.21

Egypt
The Obama administration
abandoned President Hosni Mubarak
within days of the outbreak of mass
protests in Egypt in late January
President Obama meets with Egypt’s president Hosni
2011. Mubarak, a 30-years-long
Mubarak, Cairo, June 4, 2009. The U.S. administration
close U.S. ally, supporter of the U.S.abandoned Mubarak, a 30-year ally, following mass protests
led war on terror, keeper of the peace
in Egypt in 2011. Mubarak’s betrayal kindled doubts among
with Israel, and collaborator on issues
Washington’s regional allies regarding the administration’s
reliability.
related to Iran, among other things,
might have not stood a chance of
surviving the tidal wave of protest.
Yet his betrayal in his direst moment
Yet Obama’s concern for human rights,
kindled doubts among Washington’s regional
which had allegedly informed his decision to
allies regarding the administration’s reliability
abandon Mubarak (ominously echoing
(see the following section on Saudi Arabia),
President Carter’s betrayal of the Iranian
not least since Mubarak’s downfall led to the
shah three decades earlier), patently failed.
rise of the Muslim Brotherhood, a militant
Both the Muslim Brotherhood’s short-lived
Islamist group that had long sought to subvert
rule and its successor government headed by
the ruling Arab regimes as a steppingstone
Field Marshall Abdel Fattah Sisi were and
to a worldwide expansion “until the entire
are authoritarian regimes that make Mubarak
world will chant the name of the Prophet
look soft on human rights.23 Obama made
[Muhammad], Allah’s blessings and prayers be
some attempts to curb Sisi’s authoritarianism
upon him” (to use the words of the orgaby withholding arms deliveries and threat22
nization’s founder Hassan Banna).
ening reassessment of Washington’s military

21

“Netanyahu’s address to Congress,”
Washington Post, Mar. 3, 2015.

The

22 Efraim Karsh, Islamic Imperialism: A History (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2006), p. 208.
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23 Chad Nelson, “The evolution of norms: American
policy toward revolution in Iran and Egypt,”
Journal of Human Rights, 4 (2017): 504-8.
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aid to Egypt. But he quickly relented when
the Egyptian president defiantly warmed
relations with Russia, Egypt’s longstanding
patron until its drift to the U.S. orbit in the
1970s.24

Saudi Arabia
Obama’s betrayal of Mubarak was
viewed with considerable alarm in Riyadh.
For while the U.S.-Saudi alliance dates back
to World War II, the Saudis feared that if
another longstanding U.S. ally could be
ditched on the flimsiest of pretexts, so could
they. These fears were further exacerbated by
Obama’s willingness to engage the shortlived Muslim Brotherhood regime in Cairo
(and Islamist groups more generally) while
denying and whitewashing their violent and
expansionist agenda, at times even their
Islamist nature—as with the mindboggling
definition of the Muslim Brotherhood as
“largely secular” by the director of National
Intelligence, James Clapper.25
To make matters worse, the Saudis were
slighted by Obama’s dismissive view of the
U.S.-Saudi alliance and felt threatened by his
relentless pursuit of a nuclear deal with Iran,
which they believed was bound to come at
their expense. Indeed, Obama readily
conceded to an enquiring journalist that he
was “less likely than previous presidents to
axiomatically side with Saudi Arabia in its

24 Jonathan Marcus, “Sisi in Russia: Moscow’s
Egyptian gambit,” BBC News, Feb. 13, 2014;
Mark Thompson, “U.S. Resumes Weapons Flow
to Egypt,” Time, Mar. 31, 2015.
25 “Director of National Intelligence James Clapper:
Muslim Brotherhood ‘Largely Secular,’” ABC
News, Feb. 10, 2011.
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dispute with its archrival, Iran.”26 The Saudis
viewed Tehran’s hegemonic ambitions in
general, and its dogged pursuit of nuclear
weapons in particular, as an existential threat
and were horrified that rather than attempt to
curb Tehran’s aggressiveness, Obama sought
to lure it through gestures and concessions.
They rejected his suggestion that they “find
an effective way to share the neighborhood
and institute some sort of cold peace” with
Tehran,27 and bitterly opposed the JCPOA.
The president’s proposed sweetener of
increased arms supplies and support for
Riyadh’s Yemen intervention, where it
fought Tehran’s proxy Houthi militia,28
failed to impress the Saudis, who intensified
their covert military and intelligence
cooperation with Israel, another traditional
U.S. ally snubbed by Obama. The Saudi
disdain for Obama was vividly illustrated by
the warm welcome given in May 2017 to
President Donald Trump, who had promised
during his election campaign to remove the
United States from the JCPOA and who
pointedly made Riyadh his first presidential
foreign port of call.

Israel
Relations with Israel started to deteriorate almost from the moment Obama
entered office because the president believed
that the longstanding “special relationship”
between the two states had been counterproductive to U.S. national interests. He told
a group of prominent Jewish-American
leaders,

26 Jeffrey Goldberg, “The Obama Doctrine,” The
Atlantic, Apr. 2016.
27 Ibid.
28 Reuters, Sept. 7, 2016.
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Look at the past eight years …
During those eight years, there
was no space between us and
Israel, and what did we get from
that? When there is no daylight,
Israel just sits on the sidelines, and
that erodes our credibility with the
Arab states.29

In line with this thinking, Israel
was conspicuously dropped from
Obama’s foreign travel itinerary
with the president making his first
official visit to the Jewish state only
in March 2013—two months into
his second term. 30 Netanyahu’s
efforts to revive the peace
negotiations with the Palestine
Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu addresses
Liberation Organization (PLO) by
Congress, March 3, 2015. Though Netanyahu’s efforts to
accepting the two-state solution and
block the Iran nuclear deal did not endear him to Obama,
imposing a ten-month freeze on
neither did the administration’s anti-Israel policies elicit
West Bank construction activities
Palestinian sympathy and appreciation.
failed to sway Obama who
continued to push for further
the U.S. president. “The thing about Bibi is,
concessions, often using international
he’s a chickenshit,” an anonymous senior
developments (e.g., the May 2010 Gaza
White House official told The Atlantic editorflotilla incident) to increase the pressure on
in-chief Jeffrey Goldberg, gloating how the
Israel. This, however, backfired, as the
administration’s pressure and Netanyahu’s
Palestinian leadership walked away from the
timidity had prevented an Israeli strike on
negotiating table after the expiry of the
Iran’s nuclear facilities in 2011. “Over the
construction freeze. They never returned to
years, Obama administration officials have
negotiations, despite strenuous efforts by
described Netanyahu to me as recalcitrant,
Obama and his second-term secretary of state
myopic, reactionary, obtuse, blustering,
John Kerry.
pompous, and ‘Aspergery,’” wrote Goldberg,
Nor did Netanyahu’s spirited efforts to
revealing the extent of the administration’s
prevent an Iran nuclear deal endear him to
hostility to the Israeli prime minister. “But I
had not previously heard Netanyahu
described as a ‘chickenshit.’”31
29 Scott Wilson, “Obama Searches for Middle East
Peace,” The Washington Post, July 14, 2012.
30 Michael Martinez, “5 things to know about
Obama’s first presidential visit to Israel,” CNN,
Mar. 23, 2013.
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31 Jeffrey Goldberg, “The Crisis in U.S.-Israel
Relations Is Officially Here,” The Atlantic, Oct.
28, 2014.
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Syria
Libya In
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Reeling ffrom the Libyan deebacle,
Obaama resistedd calls for m
military intervvention
in S
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32 Reuterss, Sept. 14, 201
16.
33 The Tim
mes of Israel (JJerusalem), Aug
g. 14, 2014.
34 “Resolu
ution 2334 (20
016) Adopted by the Securitty
Coun
ncil at its 7853
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2016,,.” U.N. Securiity Council, Neew York.
35 Karsh, “Obama’s
“
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36 “Libyan Pres. Magariaf, A
Amb. Rice, annd Sen.
McCain,” Faace the Nation,, CBS, Sept. 16, 2012;
Fox News, Seept. 21, 2012.
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hibition of Chemical Weapons.
W
In
n
preddecessor, buut in additiion, accordding to
fact, thee incident ensured
e
the survival of
o
Jefffrey Goldbberg, Obam
ma “was tirred of
the regim
me and gav
ve it a cartee blanche to
o
wattching Waashington uunthinkinglyy drift
continue killing its citizens
c
by conventionaal
tow
ward war inn Muslim countries.”399 This
weapons. In additiion, Assad managed to
o
expplains a nuumber of hhis blunderrs: his
keep a significant parrt of his chem
mical arsenaal
reluuctance to reely on Bush’s Status of Forces
with rep
ported chem
mical attackss on civilian
n
Agrreement foor keepingg U.S. m
military
populatio
ons continuiing until thee end of the
pre sence in IIraq and hhis insistennce on
Obama presidency (and beyo
ond), furtheer
secuuring Iraqi pparliamentarry support ffor this
denting Obama’s
O
creedibility.37 According
A
to
o
posssibility thouugh backingg never cam
me; his
Brooking
gs Institution
n scholar Shaadi Hamid,
deccision not too intervene iin the Syriaan civil
warr
against
the
aadvice
off
his
Assad
A
is effectively being
“int
terventionist
t”
foreign
p
ors;
his
olicy
adviso
reewarded for th
he use of cheemical
reluuctance to ttake any meeasures to ccontain
weapons,
w
ratheer than “punished”
ISIS
S until th
the group beheaded three
ass originally planned. Hee has
managed
m
to reemove the thrreat of
Am
mericans in late springg 2014; annd his
U.S.
U military action
a
while giving
“leaading from
m behind” policy in Libya,
veery little up in
n return.38
whiich left thhe Europeaans to beaar the
inv asion’s brunnt.40 Accordding to Golldberg,
Obam
ma did eventtually interveene in eastern
n
Obaama told hiim that if tthere had beeen no
Syria alon
ngside some of Washingtton’s Western
n
Iraqq, no Afghannistan, and nno Libya, hee might
allies, butt this was dirrected againsst ISIS, which
h
havve been moree apt to take risks in Syrria:
had estab
blished its caaliphate overr vast swath
hs
of land in
n Iraq and Sy
yria, rather thaan against th
he
A pressident does not make
Assad reegime. In faact, the regim
me had been
n
decisionss in a vacuuum. He does
not havee a blank sllate … any
shielded from
f
U.S. rettribution sincce Septembeer
thoughtfu
ful
presideent
would
2015 wh
hen Russian
n air and ground
g
forcees
hesitate
about
making
g
a
renewed
arrived to
o help suppresss the rebellio
on.

37 Dany Shoham, “Syria’s
“
Chem
mical Arsenaal:
Obam
ma’s Failure, Trump’s Miixed Success,,”
Midd
dle East Quarteerly, Spring 202
20.
38 Shadi Hamid,
H
“The U.S.-Russian
U
Deal
D on Syria: A
Victo
ory for Assad,,” The Brookiings Institution
n,
Wash
hington, D.C., Sept. 14, 20
013; Goldberg
g,
“The Obama Doctriine.”
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commitm
ment in the exact same
region of the world w
with some of
mics and the
the exacct same dynam

39 G
Goldberg, “Thee Obama Doctrrine.”
40 Ryan Liza, “The Consequuentialist,” Thhe New
Yorker, Apr. 25, 2011.
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saame probabiliity of
an
n unsatisfaactory
ou
utcome.41

his deccision to calll back
the A
August 20113 air
strike against the Syrian
regimee—the onlyy time
he seem
med poised tto punish Asssad for his crrimes—
despitee its proffoundly
demoraalizing impaact on
the Syrian rebeels and Washington’s rregional
alliees. In the worrds of a rebell leader:

Obama’s obsession
n with
multilateral
m
lism provid
ded handy
scapegoatts to be blam
med for
poteential failurees.

Thiss reticence helps
h
explain Obama’s
O
ob
bsession with multilateralism: not just becausse it
imparted
d a seeming
g aura of internationaal
legitimacy
y on his poliicies (notably
y the JCPOA
A)
but becau
use it split the
t interventtionist burden
n
and risk
ks among several
s
partticipants an
nd
provided handy scap
pegoats to bee blamed fo
or
potential failures. Thu
us, while adm
mitting that th
he
Libya intervention “d
didn’t work,”” and that th
he
r
“a mess” (or a “shit-show
w”
country remained
as he callled it in priv
vate), Obamaa ascribed th
he
failure first and forem
most to “thee passivity of
o
America’s allies and
d … the obd
durate poweer
of tribalism.”42
Obam
ma’s lack of self-accountability waas
also evid
denced by his refusal to acknowledg
a
e
the wide dissonance between hiss high human
n
rights rh
hetoric and actual policcies (and fo
or
that mattter, any foreeign policy mistake).
m
He
saw no problem in sermon
nizing locaal
autocratss on the neeed for dem
mocratization
n
(perempttorily telling
g some of them
t
to step
p
down du
uring the eaarly days of
o the “Arab
b
Spring”433) and doin
ng nothing to promotte
these goaals. And he spoke on th
he need to be
“on the right
r
side off history” an
nd excoriated
d
civilian deaths
d
in internecine co
onflicts as “a
stain on our collectiv
ve consciencce,”44 yet did
d
almost no
othing to sto
op the slaugh
hter of half a
million Syrians
S
by their
t
unelectted ruler. On
n
the contrrary, he said
d he was “veery proud” of
o

I think that Obama is the most
cowardlyy American ppresident. …
What is he waiting for, another
two yearrs of killing until all the
Syrians get killed? T
There is no
peaceful solution. If there is no
military strike, the crissis will never
be solvedd.45

Nor did O
Obama see any contradiction
betw
ween his reffusal to conssider Saudi Arabia
a trrue ally due to its humann rights recoord and
his pandering tto the more repressive rregime
in T
Tehran. As early as 20002, he hadd urged
Preesident Bushh “to make sure our so-called
alli es in the Miiddle East—
—the Saudis aand the
Egyyptians—stoop oppresssing their own
peoople, and suppressinng dissent,, and
toleerating corrruption and inequality.””46 As
pre sident, Obam
ma regularlyy railed agaiinst the
kinggdom’s nonn-democratic nature, aarguing
thatt “a country cannot funcction in the m
modern
worrld when iit is represssing half of its
poppulation” andd telling foreign leaderss, “You
cann gauge the ssuccess of a society by how it
treaats its womeen.”47 Yet hhe eagerly ooffered

42 Ibid.

45 B
Barbara Surk aand Zeina Karaam, “Syrian oppposition
forces feel let down by Obama,” Associated
Press, Sept. 111, 2013.

43 See, forr example, Voiice of America, Jan. 31, 2011.

46 T
The Telegraph (London), Maay 21, 2017.

44 “Text: Obama’s
O
Speecch in Cairo.”

47 G
Goldberg, “Thee Obama Doctrrine.”

41 Goldberrg, “The Obam
ma Doctrine.”
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“an extended hand”48 to the Islamist
regime in Tehran, which stoned
adulterous women and executed gay
people,49 alongside scores of political
dissidents. And as he admonished
Middle East regimes in his Cairo
speech that “you must maintain your
power through consent, not coercion;
you must respect the rights of
minorities, and participate with a spirit
of tolerance and compromise,”50
Obama remained glaringly mute when
several weeks later the Iranian regime
brutally suppressed the pro-democracy
Photo: Daniel Schwen
“Green Revolution.” Six years later, as
Obama’s Middle East policies weakened the U.S.
part of the JCPOA, he had no qualms
regional position and exposed the weaknesses of
about unfreezing billions of dollars to
multilateralism. Biden’s rhetoric raises questions about
whether his Middle East policy will resemble that of the
the designated state sponsor of
Obama presidency.
terrorism, which had for nearly four
decades derided the United States as
“The Great Satan” and which was
Iranians … has helped to feed proxy wars
openly subverting Washington’s regional
and chaos in Syria and Iraq and Yemen.”51
allies and threatening one of them with
Apart from disregarding the indigenous
outright destruction.
historical roots of these conflicts, this
Obama’s naiveté concerning regional
misperception not only underestimated the
realities was also manifested by his seeming
intensity of the Saudi fear of Iran but totally
obliviousness to longstanding inter-state
misunderstood the nature of the Islamist
rivalries and the resolve of states and
regime in Tehran and the extent of its
societies to protect their values, interests, and
imperialist ambitions. As a result, the JCPOA
regional influence. Consider, for example,
had the opposite effect of that intended by
his belief that the attainment of an Iran
Obama: It intensified Saudi-Iranian enmity
nuclear deal would facilitate a “cold peace”
while accelerating Iranian regional aggresbetween Tehran and Riyadh that would lead
siveness and damaging U.S. relations with its
to a wider amelioration of conflicts since the
regional allies.
“competition between the Saudis and the

Conclusion

48 Reuters, Jan. 27, 2009.
49 Mike Wooldridge, “Iran’s grim history of death by
stoning,” BBC News, July 10, 2010; John
Haltiwanger, “Iran’s top diplomat says his
country executes gay people because of ‘moral
principles,’” Business Insider (New York), June
12, 2019.
50 “Remarks by the President at Cairo University.”
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All in all, Obama’s Middle Eastern
record is far from impressive. He failed to
deliver the repeatedly promised Afghanistan
victory or the ouster of the Assad regime; his

51 Goldberg, “The Obama Doctrine.”
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rushed Iraq withdrawal created a power
vacuum that enabled the expansion of ISIS
and the deepening of Iranian influence while
the Libya intervention generated a similarly
chaotic situation; and he made PalestinianIsraeli reconciliation ever more remote by
disincentivizing Israeli concessions while
intensifying Palestinian intransigence. Even
the JCPOA, the supposed jewel in Obama’s
Middle East crown, was a deeply flawed
agreement: It left the door open for the
attainment of Iranian nuclear weapons and
continuation of its hegemonic expansion
while driving a wedge between Washington
and its foremost regional allies.
The Obama administration’s policies
reflected a poor conceptualization of the
Middle East. The president and his advisors
misjudged, ignored, or misunderstood key
regional characteristics and realities, notably
the pervasiveness and intensity of internal
divisions—social, ethnic, tribal, and religious
among others. They repeatedly put faith in
partners, actors, and processes that were
unwilling or incapable of delivering the desired
outcomes. Schisms did not ameliorate.
Democratic processes did not ensue or take
hold. States and their institutions did not
strengthen, and Islamist terrorism did not
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abate. The Afghan and Iraqi governments
failed once Washington stepped back. PostQaddafi Libya devolved into chaos. Many
Coptic Christians and secular Egyptians were
relieved to substitute the old familiar military
regime for the short-lived Islamist government.
While Obama cannot be faulted for
every calamity befalling the Middle East
during the eight years of his presidency, his
policies undoubtedly did much to make a bad
situation worse. They exacerbated ongoing
conflicts, damaged relations with key regional
allies, weakened U.S. regional position and
interests, and exposed the inherent weaknesses
of multilateralism. President-elect Biden would
be unwise to look back in time to the Obama
era for his Middle East policies and should
rather rethink certain core as-sumptions
about the region so as to adopt new policies
that take into account the region’s
longstanding trends and dynamics as well as
new realities.
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